PROCUREMENT PRIOR INFORMATION NOTICE

Translation and Editing Services for ICMPD MED Regional Offices

1. Publication reference
   ICMPD/19.033/SER/DIF/TES/MALTA

2. Procedure
   Open

3. Programme title
   Multiple projects

4. Contracting authority
   International Centre for Migration Policy Development (ICMPD)

5. Contract description
   Provision of Business Translation and Editing Services for ICMPD MED Regional Offices

6. Intended date of publication of the contract notice
   September 2019.

7. Additional information
   Documents to be translated from/into the following languages;
   i) English
   ii) French
   iii) Arabic
   iv) Italian
   v) Spanish
   Proofreading/Editing Services:
   Some documents would require editing/proofreading by native speakers of the above-mentioned languages

  
  Frederic Brimbal (Mr.)
  Procurement Manager / Manager du bureau des achats

Date: 22 August 2019